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Brian’s Crash

 On Brian’s flight to his father’s home in Canada for the summer of ’87, the pilot flying him had a fatal heart attack 
making him unable to fly and the plane to be crashed. As Brian stays alone in the Canadian wilderness he fights for his life.
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Hatchet By Gary Paulsen

 Hatchet by Gary Paulsen

	 Hatchet was published in January of 2003 
with 192 pages by Gary Paulsen. This book is full of 
adventure, danger, and excitement that even you 
could encounter in the wilderness.
 The book is about a 13-year-old boy flying 
to his father’s house in Canada. but during his 
flight the pilot had a Heart Attack and the plane 
crashed leaving Brian stranded in the wilderness.                                                    

 “If you want a book with danger and 
excitement Hatchet is the book for you” -Skyler 
Cowman

 This book is exciting because you never 
know what’s going to happen next like the plane 
crash and the pilot’s heart attack.

 The book has danger that will want you to 
read more with a bear coming out and after Brian.

 I recommend this book because of the 
amazing story line and mostly for outdoorsy 
people, and also for all the descriptive details 
Paulsen put into this book.

Brian

 Brian is a 13-year-old only child, and his 
parents are divorced. He is a New Yorker, and he loves 
the outdoors.

 Brian knows what to do in a situation, and is a 
boy scoutish kid because he must be so he can survive 
in the wilderness. The boy scout in him will help him 
after the plane crashes.

 Brian needs to improvise he is strong, he can 
overcome the obstacles with his matches and hatchet. 
The only help he’s gotten was a survival pack that was 
on the plane.

 The only way Brian can survive is use his 
survival skills and not fear the wilderness.

Brian’s Problem

 There is a problem for Brian and his mother and father. The plane heading to Brian’s father’s house 
crashed after the pilot has a heart attack. This is a problem because Brian has little supplies and he is all 
alone.

 The only way to survive is to hunt, fish, cook, and shelter himself until he is found by someone. The 
results should be he stays healthy and finds someone and is finally taken home.


